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I NTRODUCTION

R ELATED WORKS

M I ME A RCHITECTURE

We propose Multilevel Medical Embedding (MiME)
which leverage the multilevel structure of electronice health record (EHR) data without the need for
external labels. The main ideas of MiME include
1. Modeling the relationships beween diagnosis
codes and treatment codes can accurately capture the distinct patterns of patient states.
2. Auxiliary tasks of predicting diagnosis and
medication within a visit inject the knowledge
of EHR data into the embedding process.

M EDICAL E MBEDDING

A good medical embedding method needs to capture
1) longitudinal/temporal relationship across multiple visits over time and 2) diagnosis-treatment relationship within a visit.

MiME is an unsupervised method that captures
diagnosis-treamtent and temporal relations. MiME
works well on smaller datasets.

R ESULTS
Heart failure prediction: We conducted all our experiments using EHR data provided by Sutter Health.
The objective is to predict the onset of heart failure
(HF), given a 18-month observation period for each
patient.

M I ME M ODEL D ETAILS
Notations: In a single diagnosis object Oi , a diagnosis code di and its associated treatment codes Mi are
used to obtain a vector representation of Oi , oi . Then
multiple diagnosis object embeddings o0 , . . . , o|V| in
a single visit are used to obtain a visit embedding
v, which in turn forms a patient embedding h with
other visit embeddings.

Table 1: Statistics of the dataset.
# of patients
# of visits
Avg. # of visits per patient
# of unique codes
Avg. # of Dx per visit
Avg. # of Rx per diagnosis
Avg. # of Proc. per diagnosis

30,764
616,073
20.0
2,311 (Dx:388, Rx:99, Proc:1,824)
1.93 (Max: 29)
0.31 (Max: 17)
0.36 (Max: 10)

Medical Embedding takes patient history (represented by medical codes of diagnosis, medication,
and procedures) as input, and outputs vectors of patients or medical concepts that can be used in predictive models.

The challenges related to medical embedding includes complex structure within a visit, temporal relations across visits and small datasets.

Test PR-AUC of HF prediction when increasing
training data size. MiME performs significantly better for the smaller training data. MiME shows superior prediction performance, especially when patient
status is complicated (patient receives many medical
codes), or insufficient training data.

MiME is an unsupervised method that captures
diagnosis-treamtent and temporal relations. MiME
works well on smaller datasets. MiME explicitly
captures the hierarchy between diagnosis codes and
treatment codes. A single visit V (omitting the index
(t) ) consists of two levels: the diagnosis level, and
the treatment level.
The diagram illustrates how MiME builds the representation of a visit in a bottom-up fashion via multilevel embedding.
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